L. P. Savani Academy Day Boarding
Class: VI

Month: September

“If a country is to be corruption free and become a nation of beautiful minds, I strongly feel
there are three key societal members who can make a difference. They are the father, the
mother and the teacher.”
Dear Parents,

Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

We are successfully coming to the end of the 1st Semester in the month of September- October
where semester end exam became a reality. The teachers ensured that the syllabi finished on
time and the students have an excellent level of preparation in all the subjects.
The month of September started with a spirit of enthusiasm as lot many celebrations and
surprises were waiting to come up. Students from grade VI to VIII celebrated in a spiritual as
well as in sporty way which amazed everyone and showed a brave side of Lord Shri Krishna.
It was a surprise for all the teachers on Teachers’ day they planned various activities for
teachers and made our day the best.

The children were also gearing up for the SA1 exams and the revision prior to the assessments.
We can assure you that they received and will be receiving our unstinting help and
encouragement to face the assessment with confidence and perform exceedingly well.

This month they studied the concept of longitude and latitude in geography now they can locate
a place on a grid.
Triangles gave them a new exposure in geometry students are now able to recognise different
types of triangles & angles with the help of protractor.
Languages gave them actual practise in which grammar of Hindi was covered and in English
they did comprehension practise.
To inculcate discipline and good values in our students, an activity was organised for the
students of class where they shared their views about problems in their lives and how they
tackle it.

We even organized a seminar for parents where in Parents, Teachers, Principal & Counsellor
came on a single platform.
We counselled students in requirement of Healthy food in our body by our nutritionist

I thank all the parents for their overwhelming support and co-operation in all our activities and
hope to receive the same in all our future endeavours in the month to come.
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